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NEKUS , ANTIKRU, AND METRICAL LENGTHENING IN HOMER

1. n¡kuw
In early Greek epic, the  nal syllable of the forms n¡kuw and n¡kun always
scans long, even before an initial vowel.1) It is generally held that the length
of the u is original.2) However, at Beekes (1973: 237-8), it was argued that
the length must be arti cial, and that it should be explained within the
framework of Homeric diction—viz. as the generalization of a pre-consonantic scansion, based on the adaptation of formulaic phrases. This view
was recently rejected by Martínez García (1996: 116-7, 245-6), with the
dubious argument that the forms n¡kuw and n¡kun do not always occur
before a caesura.3) In the following pages we re-argue the case for metrical lengthening, elaborating upon the concise discussion in Beekes (1973).
External evidence. Greek n¡kuw corresponds in sense and formation with
Avestan nasuÒ (‘corpse’), but this parallel proves unhelpful: nasuÒ may continue a form in *-us or in *-s.4) However, a general argument for an
original short u can be drawn from the PIE morphological system. Within
Greek, n¡kuw stands beside nekrñw in a Caland relationship. Although there
is still much discussion about the workings and scope of the Caland ‘system’, it seems safe to say that it did not comprise forms in *-s.5) This
agrees with the evidence in later Greek poetry, where the forms n¡kuw and
n¡kun, as a rule, scan [ ] before vowel. The few exceptions can be
explained as Homerisms. Thus A.R. 4.1534 (n¡k*un ¤leeinŒ payñnta) and
Q.S. 3.265 (mfÜ n¡k*un ƒAxil°ow) allude to Il. 23.110 (mfÜ n¡k*un ¤leeinñn);
E. Ph. 1744 (ùw ¤k dñmvn n¡k*uw yaptow oàxetai) and Greg. Naz. AP 8.45.3
(eéxom¡nhw d¢ n¡k*uw ßer» par¡keito trap¡zú) are based on Il. 22.386 (keÝtai
pŒr n®essi n¡k*uw klautow yaptow).6)
Internal evidence. Within the Homeric corpus, nom. sg. n¡kuw and acc. sg.
n¡kun occur only in the Iliad.7) The forms always scan [ ]: 14 times
before consonant8) but also 8 times before vowel:
4.492
7.84
17.277
17.394/5
17.692
17.724
22.386
23.109/10

bebl®kei boubÇna, n¡kun ¥t¡rvsƒ ¤ræonta
tòn d¢ n¡kun ¤pÜ n°aw ¤uss¡lmouw podÅsv
llŒ n¡kun ¤ræonto: mÛnunya d¢ kaÜ toè ƒAxaioÛ
Íw oá gƒ ¦nya kaÜ ¦nya n¡kun ôlÛgú ¤nÜ xÅrú | eálkeon
eÞpeÝn, aà ke t‹xista n¡kun ¤pÜ n°a saÅsú
Trvikñw, Éw eàdonto n¡kun aàrontaw ƒAxaioæw
keÝtai pŒr n®essi n¡kuw klautow yaptow
murom¡noisi d¢ toÝsi f‹nh =odod‹ktulow ƒHÆw | mfÜ n¡kun ¤leeinñn

(1) One of these instances would have been prosodically correct in an
older stage of the language: 17.277 n¡kun ¤ræonto continues *n¡kun Weræonto.9)
The sequence n¡kun (W)¤ru- seems to have been formulaic. This is also
suggested by the fact that the Iliad has 14 more examples of ¤ræv with
object n¡kun, nekrñn or nekroæw.10)
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(2) The formula n¡kun (W)¤ru- seems to lie at the basis of several other
instances of n¡k*un before vowel. This is clearest in the case of 4.492 n¡kun
¥t¡rvsƒ ¤ræonta, where the two elements of the formula have been split
by the insertion of ¥t¡rvse. Note that the elision in ¥t¡rvsƒ shows that
this phrase was created after the loss of the initial W.
(3) In 17.394-7 we are dealing with a less straightforward adaptation:
Íw oá gƒ ¦nya kaÜ ¦nya n¡kun ôlÛgú ¤nÜ xÅrú
eálkeon mfñteroi: m‹la d¡ sfisin ¦lpeto yumñw
TrvsÜn m¢n ¤ræein protÜ …Ilion, aétŒr ƒAxaioÝw
n°aw ¦pi glafur‹w.

Here the basic idea of ‘dragging a corpse’ has been expanded into a simile. In the clause which caps this simile, the phrase ôlÛgú ¤nÜ xÅrú (only
here in Homer, crucial to the image) has been inserted in the position
occupied in the original formula by a form of ¤ræv, pushing the verb to
the next line. Because ¤ru- cannot stand in verse-initial position, the poet
has substituted synonymous eálkeon, a form which the augment betrays as
late.11 Yet ¤ræein in the next clause betrays his point of departure.
(4) In 17.724 n¡kun aàrontaw, the form aàrontaw (vv.ll. rantaw, aàrantaw)
surprises, because aÞr- for eir- does not occur elsewhere in the Homeric
corpus. None of the various conjectures that have been made is plausible.
It lies near to assume that we are dealing with a young form in a late
passage,12) and that n¡kun aàrontaw, which resumes 17.722 gk‹zonto, presents a late adaptation of the formula n¡kun ¤ræ(ontaw).13)
The phrase n¡kun aàrontaw also occurs in an epic papyrus fragment
(P.Oxy. 2510) which Bernabé attributes to the Ilias Parva (his fr. 32).14) This
text, which describes the (eventually successful) attempt of Ajax and Odysseus
to salvage Achilles’ corpse from the battle eld, leans heavily upon the
description of the battle over Patroclus’ corpse in Iliad 17, the Homeric
passage which contains the most examples of n¡k*un. The papyrus itself
contains no less than  ve instances of this form in 21 lines, of which three
stand before a vowel: beside 6 [Éw dƒ eàdontƒ ƒAxil°]a n¡kun aàron[t]#aw
ƒAx! aioæ
# w (after Il. 17.724), compare also 15 ƒAxi]l°a n¡kun e# [! ]! y! ! k! [, and
11 nÅtoisi$ n¡kun oàsvm# [en] (after Il. 17.735, 746, 24.697 n¡kun f¡ron).15)
The other instances of n¡k*un/n¡k*uw before vowel in the Iliad cannot be
explained as transformations of n¡kun Weru-. Yet here too there are indications that the poet is using before a vowel an expression which was originally designed to stand before a consonant.
(5) The sequence mfÜ n¡kun ¤leeinñn, in 23.110, follows closely after
unobjectionable p‹ntú dƒ mfÜ n¡kun kotul®ruton ¦rreen aåma, in 23.34. It
is furthermore suggested by the adaptation 
# mfÜ n¡ku[!n] katateynhÇta
m[‹xesyai at Ilias Parva fr. 32.8 B. that the poet of the Iliad was also
thinking of the scansion of mfÜ n¡kui in Il. 16.526, 565 (aétñw tƒ mfÜ
n¡kui katateynhÇti m‹xvmai /esyai) and 24.108 ( †Ektorow mfÜ n¡kui kaÜ
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ƒAxill°ó ptolipñryÄ). Quintus’ imitation mfÜ n¡kun ƒAxil°ow, at Posthom.
3.265, is likewise  anked by no less than seven instances of mfÜ n¡kun

before consonant.16)
(6) The phrase n¡kun ¤pÜ n°a saÅsú, in 17.692, may be compared to
the unproblematic sequence n¡kun per ¤ñnta saÇsai, in 24.35.17) This speci c
collocation of verb and object does not occur elsewhere, and it is therefore quite possible that 17.692 is based on 24.35. It may also be relevant
that the scene to which 17.692 leads over concludes with Ëw oá gƒ ¤mmemaÇte
n¡kun f¡ron ¤k pol¡moio / n°aw ¦pi glafur‹w (17.735-6). Finally, there may
also be in uence of the formula n¡kun ¤ru-, as sañv is synonymous with
¦rumai ‘to save’, and in the context of salvaging a body the semantic
diVerence between dragging oV and saving is insubstantial.
(7) The sequence tòn d¢ n¡kun ¤pÜ n°aw ¤uss¡lmouw podÅsv, in 7.84, may
be based on 17.127 tòn d¢ n¡kun TrÄ»sin ¤russ‹menow kusÜ doÛh: the incipit
tòn d¢ n¡kun is restricted to these two passages. Yet 7.84 also shares with
17.692 the phrase n¡kun ¤pÜ n°a(w), so that a derivation 7.84 < 17.692
< 24.35 (or even 17.692 < 7.84 < 17.127) is equally conceivable.
(8) The remaining instance, 22.386 keÝtai pŒr n®essi n¡kuw klautow
yaptow, lacks a prosodically correct parallel. Yet this line also looks like
a relatively recent creation. The line contains the only example of nom.
n¡kuw before vowel; the word stands in the position in which disyllabic
forms of n¡kuw most frequently occur (namely directly after the caesura:
see Abbenes 1997: §M); the phrase klautow yaptow can only be paralleled from the Odyssey (11.54 klauton kaÜ yapton, 72 klauton yapton);
and pŒr n®essin, although it occurs once more in the Iliad (24.408 µ ¦ti
pŒr n®essin ¤mòw p‹iw, beside 48 instances of parŒ nhusÛ[n]), seems more
at home in the formulaic line aétoè pŒr n®essi/nhÛ te m¡nein kaÜ n°a ¦rusyai,
which occurs only in the Odyssey (14.260 = 17.429 / 9.194 = 10.444; the
presence of ¦rusyai is perhaps signi cant: cf. on 17.692, [6] above).18)
In short, the eight Homeric passages where n¡kun/n¡kuw scans [ ]
before a vowel can be plausibly explained within the framework of epic
diction: four seem to continue a formulaic sequence *n¡kun Weru- ( preserved in 17.277, adapted in 4.492, 17.394, 724), three others contain various phrases ending in n¡kun which elsewhere appear before a consonant
(7.84, 17.692, 23.110; only 22.386 stands isolated). In light of this evidence, it seems safe to assume that n¡kuw, -un continues PIE *nek us with
a short u—as is suggested by the existence of nekrñw, con rmed by postHomeric poetry, and allowed by the Avestan evidence (it follows that the
Avestan form also continues a short u). The fact that no form with a short
u is attested in the Homeric poems is coincidental and to be explained
from the fact that the use of acc. n¡kun is strongly associated with one
speci c context, namely dragging a corpse from the battle- eld. On the
whole, eliminating Homeric n¡k*uw as secondary seems a more economical
solution than the one proposed by Martínez García (1996: 116-7), who
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explains post-Homeric n¡kŒuw as an assimilation to the type bñtrŒuw of an
original paroxytone *u-stem n¡k*uw, a morphological category for which there
is otherwise little evidence. An original n¡kŒuw, -uow, on the other hand,
simply  ts into the unproblematic category bñtrŒuw, -uow.19)
2. ntikræ
A similar case is presented by ntikræ, ‘over against, straight on’. Of the
29 instances of this adverb in Homer (26 in the Iliad, 3 in the Odyssey),
only two show a scansion [
]: Il. 5.130 = 819ex yeoÝw ntikrç m‹xesyai. In the remaining 27 instances the  nal u scans long, and with the
sole exception of Il. 23.673 (ntikrç xrña) it is followed by a single consonant. It is therefore attractive to conclude that the length of the u in
ntikræ is native, and that the short vowel in Il. 5.130 and 819 is secondary. Yet on second thought this can hardly be the case. Metrical lengthening is a common phenomenon in Homeric diction, but metrical shortening
is unusual. Moreover, later Greek also has a form ntikruw, which, as the
accent indicates, contains a short u.20) But the most important argument
against an original ‚ is provided by historical phonology. Although the
forms ntikræ and ntikruw have no reliable etymology, they may safely
be analyzed as compounds consisting of the preposition ntÛ < *h2enti plus
an element kru- which nothing prevents us from regarding as also being
Indo-European.21) In Greek words of Indo-European origin, a long u can
only derive from u + laryngeal (or compensatory lengthening, but this is
excluded in word- nal position). However, word- nal *-uH after a resonant would have resulted in -ue/a/o, parallel to the development *potnih2
> pñtnia. Therefore a  nal -*u (or, for that matter, - ) can never be original. We must conclude that the dominant Homeric form ntikru is metrically lengthened. Why this form came to be preferred to ntikrŒ\u, we
can only speculate.22) Note that in the compound katantikræ (Od. 10.559
@ 11.64) the  nal vowel had to be long (scansion [
]).
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1) We may disregard v.l. Il. 24.72 n¡kŒun †Ektora (schol. T: yrasæn codd., cf.
786).
2) See e.g. Rix (1976: 148), Lamberterie (1990: 654-60), and Frisk (1973),
Chantraine (1999) s.vv. (both with reference to Schwyzer, who, however, oVers no
explanation: “*u ist meist metrisch . . ., aber alt in n¡kuw, x¡luw . . .,” 463 n. 3).
3) While it is true that we often  nd arti cial lengthening before the caesura,
the phenomenon is by no means limited to this position. The frequency of arti cial
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lengthening before the caesura is best explained from the fact that this position
most often constitutes the border between two formulaic phrases.
4) See de Vaan (2002: 233, §13.2).
5) On the phenomenon as such see Collinge (1985: 23-7); for Greek see Risch
(1974: 65-112, 218-9).
6) The u is short in A.R. 4.480, Q.S. 3.308 (etc.), E. Alc. 599 (etc.), Greg.
Naz. AP 8.46.4 (etc.). On Ilias Parva fr. 32.6, 11, 15 Bernabé see below. Otherwise
*u seems to occur only in two other texts ascribed to Gregory of Nazianzus, AP
8.198.2 and Christ. Pat. 1077, 1087, 2307, and in Ephraem Chron. 9910 (trim.);
these instances are not based on speci c Homeric models, but surely on Homeric
usage.
7) The Odyssey has only nekævn, n¡kussin /nekæessi(n), n¡kuaw, and once acc.
pl. n¡k*uw (24.417; cf. Il. 18.180 [Edwards ad l.], 7.420). These forms, and Iliadic
n¡kuow, n¡kui, provide no information about the original length of the u (* would
have been shortened before vowel; acc. pl. -*uw may continue *-uns or *-ns).
8) Il. 17.121, 127, 735, 746, 18.152, 19.225, 23.34, 135, 160, 168, 190, 24.35,
581, 697; see Abbenes (1997).
9) See Chantraine (1999) and Frisk (1973) s. ¤ræv.
10) Beside 4.492 (cited), cf. 17.127, 18.152 (n¡kun), and 4.469, 506, 5.298,
573, 17.104, 235, 317, 581, 635 = 713, 18.540 (nekrñn/nekroæw); cf. also 18.173-4
(173 n¡kuow, implied object of 174 ¤ræssasyai ), 22.367 (¤k nekroÝo ¤ræssato . . .
¦gxow).
11) See Chantraine (1958: 348). Metre allows substitution of the augmented
form along the board, yet everywhere else in Homer the MSS strongly favor
unaugmented ¥lk-.
12) Compare Leaf (ad l.). Shipp (1972: 50; cited by Edwards ad l.) implausibly
posits a variant *War yv beside *Weryv. There is no trace of such a form, and
we would expect *h2ur-y˜ > *Waryv. [See now DELG Suppl.]
13) See already van Leeuwen & Mendes da Costa (1895; but ¤ræontaw should
not be introduced into the text).
14) Others have argued that it belongs to the Aethiopis (perhaps more plausible)
or that it does not  t either poem; see the bibliography at Bernabé (1996: 85).
15) Cf. also Il. 24.581, Od. 24.417. For the curious subjunctive oàsvmen cf.
Hesych. o 424 (s.v.). The remaining instances are 8 ]#mfÜ n¡ku[!n] katateynhÇta
(see below), 21 ƒOd]us<s>eçw b‹
# s
# taz# [e] n! ¡! [kun.
16) Q.S. 3.386, 512, 553, 600, 660, 722, 4.595 (cf. also the variant n¡kun
peri(-) at 3.184, 350, 528, 713, 5.619, 10.459). It is, moreover, signi cant that
Posthomerica 3 (like Ilias Parva fr. 32 Bernabé with which it shares its theme) is
strongly indebted to Iliad 17 (the direct context of 3.265 is a  y simile inspired by
Il. 17.569-74). The only other example of mfÜ n¡kun in extant poetry, Nonn. D.
37.55 (. n. stor¡saw), is in turn directly indebted to Iliad 23, Nonnus’ main model
in D. 37.
17) This collocation is again imitated by Quintus of Smyrna in the context of
the battle over Achilles’ corpse; cf. 3.348 (n¡kun DanaoÝsi saÅsv) and 5.125 (¤s‹vse
n¡kun).
18) The context also shows signs of late composition. Line 385 (= 21.562, etc.)
only here occurs outside a soliloquy (Richardson ad l.). Line 387 (with caesura
after oék) is clearly based on 7.452 (the only other example of fut. ¤pil®somai in
the Iliad ). Line 388 seems to combine 23.47 and 9.609-10 = 10.89-90. The hapax
katal®yont(ai) in 389, found nowhere else in Greek literature, seems an ad hoc
formation (the poet needed a form starting from a consonant to replace regular
¤pi-); per is ill at place here. The phrase aétŒr ¤gÆ kaÜ . . . memn®som(ai) in 390
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(with ‘apodotic’ aét‹r) recalls the closing formula of the Homeric hymns (h.Cer.
495, h.Ap. 495, etc.); pf. fut. memn®som(ai) is otherwise attested only in the Odyssey
(19.581 = 21.79).
19) In the Homeric poems compare, beside bñtruw, e.g. g°ruw, pÛtuw, „Rad‹manyuw,
g¡nuw, ntr. m¡yu (the last two de nitely of PIE descent, cf. Chantraine, 1999 s.vv.).
Assuming a development *nek w, -æow (oxytone, long u) >> n¡kuw, -uow (paroxytone, short u) is not a viable alternative, because the type - w, -æow is so current
in Greek poetry from Homer onward that it is hard to see why later poets (n¡kuw
is restricted to poetry) should have felt the need to replace *nek w with n¡ku
Œ w.
20) On the accentuation, of the type ¦mpedon : ¤mpodÅn, see Vendryes (1904:
93.) A scansion [
] occurs e.g. at Q.S. 4.376, 8.323.
21) For attempts see Kretschmer (1913: 356; with kroæv) and Nussbaum (1980:
25, 90, index; with OCS Ôr”vo, from *k(e/o)ru, ‘form,  gure, body’, a word which
we have not been able to trace). One could think of *kruh2- ‘ esh’ (Greek kr¡aw);
there are indications that a laryngeal in the second constituent of a compound
was lost (Peeters 1980; i.e. *h2enti-kru < h2 enti + kruh2). The Attic form p/katantroku (found in inscriptions) may derive from *ntakru, with anticipation of r
and rounding of a to o before u (assimilation to u of an original i is unlikely).
This may even be the original form (E.-M. Voigt, LfgrE I.937: “zu bemerken, daß
die Bedeutung ‘vorwärts, geradeaus’ sonst nta, nicht ntÛ zukommt”).
22) Rhythmically, the sequence [
] is in itself not more problematic than
[
], but the actual evidence found in Homer suggests a strong preference for
using ntikræ at the beginning of an intonation unit (more precisely at the beginning of a clause [19x ntikrç d¡/d’] or immediately after its topic). This semantic position agrees with a sequence [
], which allows [1 2 ] (21x) and [2 3]
(6x), but not with [
], because [ 5 ] (Il. 5.130, 819) and [ 3 ] are undesirable positions to start an intonation unit ([ 2 ] and [ 4 ] are avoided altogether; see O’Neill 1942). But it is possible, of course, that a prede ned preference
for the prosody [
] causes the observed semantic preference.
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